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Insurance Policy

Emergency, cross-border
medical, transportation,
and lost checked
lugagge when and
where you need it.
It covers you for things
like...

INC Membership

Tech-enabled, global
solutions for health,

security, and safety - that
you can start using now.

It protects you with... 

Insurance is 
Just the Start

lost luggage

urgent care visits

emergency pet transport

in Barcelona

in Indonesia

in Costa Rica

secure online access

airport lounge access

flight delay reimbursements

in Mombasa

in Chiang Mai

in Portugal
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Smart Solutions to
Simplify your Wellness,
Safety & Security

Insured Nomads was created by world travelers
with the conviction that global citizens deserved
better when it comes to insurance coverage. This
commitment is strengthened by strong partnerships
and backed by HDI Global Specialty SE. HDI holds
a financial strength rating* of A+ by Standard &
Poor's and A by A.M. Best.
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INC BENEFITS

Exclusive Solutions at Your Fingertips
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*The INC membership features listed here are non-insurance benefits, except for telemedicine (which includes a co-pay and is subject to reimbursement and restrictions according to policy wording). 
Any travel or medical assistance service provided is not a guarantee of any insurance benefit. 

*

Many s
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*This table is designed for illustrative
purposes to provide a typical comparison
between our travel insurance plans. Please
refer to the master policies for full details of
benefits. In the event that a policy is
inconsistent with the information described
herein, the language of the policy will take
precedence. 

**URC charges: Usual, Reasonable and
Customary charges
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United States of America 
Insured Nomads Corporation 
120 19th St. North, Suite 401 
Birmingham, Alabama, USA 
+1 (205) 767-0507

United Kingdom 
63/66 Hatton Garden, 
5th Floor, Suite 23, EC1 N 8LE 
London, United Kingdom 
+44 (0)20 3514-1337Contact us to learn more about

our plans and get a quote at
insurednomads.com

We are also available via chat through our website, 
Telegram, WhatsApp, and Facebook Messenger.

Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions. 
Add the app: INC by Insured Nomads.

Apple and Apple Logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. 
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

Policy administered by Point
Comfort(R) Underwriters. Policy
underwritten by HDI Specialty SE.
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